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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

DOCTOR CONSPIRACY
Still ‘Doctor Clueless’
October 17, 2015 – DOCTOR CONSPIRACY STILL 'DOCTOR CLUELESS'
Kevin Davidson AKA Doctor Conspiracy (aka Dr Clueless) appeared on
wheresobamasbirthcertificatexcom blogtalkradio. Mike Volin booked an 8pm - 10 pm
(Eastern) (5pm-7pm Pacific) radio show with Mr. Clueless as the guest.
He started out ridiculing the "birther" movement. He made it perfectly clear that he
was an "anti-birther." He called everything about the ballot challenges of Mr. Soetoro
"a conspiracy." But none of the Clueless claims seem to anything more than opinion.
A few minutes (15-20) after the start of the show Volin lost the online Skype phone
connection with Clueless. But unfortunately he finally came back on. The rest of the
interview had NO solid proofs that he was right and the "birthers" were wrong. He
could not even fully answer why the Soetoro birth certificate on the white house
webpage had the label "snopes.com."
Volin and “Sarge” (a long time member of Volin’s group) complained that NO COURT
has ever allowed discovery on the charges against Soetoro. Clueless denied this fact.
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/wheresobamasbirthcertificatexcom/2015/10/17/kevi
n-davidson-aka-doctor-conspiracy-will-be-the-guest
The American Resistance Party states that Dr. Clueless gave NO evidence that
“birthers” are wrong and he is “right.”
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